1889 Scotland and Helena

Dock & harbor scene

- Shipboard - crew conversation about sugar in water
- Quarter - other passengers ("fifties" to Canada?)
- Brief background on Rob & Angus; close Rob in a phrase or two
- The ocean; sea sickness

Arrival - N.Y?

- What about what they're doing?

Train trip

Helena

- 12:30 p.m.
- Jobs & lodging - mining temptations

Statehood

- Settling in Helena
- Their picture (describe both)

Angus addressed his thoughts to Adam? or Lucas? or Rob?
dry railroad to Montana
- tell briefly - got them to Helena (in search of hubs?)
yet a lot of dialogue in this chapter.  

- letter conclude: Luke: 6.00 to meet Brown & Nate by 7:30
- (Train?)
- stagecoach, hotel, stage, Brown; bring horses to stage
- stage take passengers and horses, just assume Brown must be aboard
- weather: snow, spring
- GV: Lander B is morning: Medicine Lodge
- meeting Luke
- Luke takes them home, they meet Brown
- they leak on Brown's GV
- Luke takes them to Brown's to buy saddle horses
- drop Nampa Creek - cattle round up

Robert Angus goes on, across B and Battle to Soda Heaven

Closing scene: 2 Luke & Angus pose for their pic, to return home to Scotland.
- headrest holds them in place? if so, save this as image by Angus later.
- in his marriage, maybe.
(June?) 1890 Enos Venture

- Letter from Rob's family in Scotland & Luke's whereabouts?
- Letter encloses Luke's - date of his hand writing? Rob: how fine it is?
- Stage coach, Helena - Craig - Augusta (dinner: Ben English)
- Freight wagon, Augusta - GV (whiskey supper)
- Rob asks daughter / Lucas, John remarks how much he adores him
- Weather: rain, spring?

GV: Luke B in running Medicine Lodge
- Meeting Luke
- Luke takes them home, they meet Nancy
- They learn: turn - close GV
Luke takes them to Isaac Rease's to buy saddle horses
- Desc: Noon Creek - cattle ranches

Rob & Angus go on, across Bear Butte to Scotch Heaven
1890?
1891-92 Scotch Heaven

Rob & Angus take up homesteads.
- citizenship
- h'trend filing
- building their houses
- describe geography, big ranches (736 ac) & Double W-ran cattle
- other homesteaders & ranchers
- Angus on rail board
- they winter together
Final scene: Rob and another Scotch homesteader’s daughter arrive back to Se Heaven, having gone into G(?) & gotten married.
1893 South Fork

Augus takes over - on region - Stock roselaw (he was on school board)

Arrange big as valley & its families

arrangements for neighbors to help c his homestead 6 sheep, for his teaching
1894 Anna

Start post: ‘I know, Mary, it was Aug 30th, 1894..’
- Angus visits N'fork and asks Anna to be his new teacher.
- Angus and every other eligible bachelor come to a dance.
- Describe dancing - boys running, lines, etc.
- A N'fork dance?
1895 Dair

Rob's father dies on journey or shortly after
- Rob & Angus meet them at train at Croad? Collins?
- Angus marries Dair partly because Anna is lost to him
- Rob has son by now?
- qutting Dair & Rob's mother settled
final scene: Angus & Daisy are married. A dialogue & a musical number.

ending: "Fierce is lovely. Desperate is right enough."
1896-97 Scotch Heaven

Amount paid now, Francis.
progress of homesteads.
- Carl standing scene; dance afterward?
- Andy can't shake Anna from his mind.
- Dair has a miscarriage? or child that lived only briefly?
period scene: Dair is pregnant
1898 - 1908

Vanick

Varick born

Stanley Meikle arrives

Rob - Angus pend begins? Angus still written with Anna.
brief scene: Varick's eye accident
1909-13 The 'Steadies

homestead farms - Valier etc.

Good Venture grows

Rob becomes homestead farmer.

Angus can't shake love for Anna.

1910 summer of forest fires.

Possible lead, if changed to 1910: Halevy's Comet.
1914

Anna

Angus thinks he's persuaded her to run away with him.

Anna: "Come Thursday, I'll have your answer for you then."
'1915 Bob

...after years of pain, Bob's pain ...'

...and then I .....

...pounds them and we come (only one and a new one)

Final scene: WW1 in Europe, Valier militie to Battle in Sep.

"...was within me, which I had lost...greatest battle of."
1915

Rob

- after years of feud, Rob & Angus cross paths
- Rob is now road commissioner
- feud flares anew; Rob avenges by telling Varick about
  Angus' long passion for Anna (true story out in novel?)
final scene: some links between Rob & Vandi, leading toward
Rob telling V about Audrey & Anna
1916-17 Varick

Rob tells Varick to Angus & Anna?
Varick goes to work for Stanley Meinell, then to WWI
1918 Dair & Anna

Is an epidemic
carry this to Xmas?
- one character in Bannam McEdden follows, walk self & household
final scene: Xmas 1915 - yr of Jo’s death, WWI ending - Angus reflects on Anna’s death, & Adam having died.
November 1919 Scotch Heaven

Vance-Beth get married
Drought & depression

Retrospective on all that happened in 1918
Christmas 1919  Noon Creek
January 1920 Scotch Heaven
February 1920 / Scotch Heaven
March 1920 Scotch Heaven

Slovenia abt
winter's effects
Final scene: Beth is pregnant (with Alex)
Anger: sweat Christ of every simple disciple

Lack of Money
Ch. 7

Angus has to hope for '19 Winter to moderate dry as alum
Rob covers a ridge that winter contains target of his wrath

Mon.

1919 summer
sleep into rest
Vanish to many death

Angus & Adam see Rob's new pull on note to V's wedding
Angus early in ch. 7 has to show why he's resolved to go on a p'ship
They buy twice as much hay as Rob wants

Do a "you" address in ch. 1?
of Peter
Lease, @. wedding

never never failed drought?
mettled weather
blanket of cold

Rob we not one to give up an idea.

- ready to say褪t is a punny/noting again (@ penciling)
I hoped he was going to give me away without mo.

Chers.

N Y #1, ch. 1
ch. 3 wants

Would Kehner remember Kehner - Kehner - ch. 5? or Donald Oehme?
To be done Dec. 16, 1886, write 3/day

Thurs. 11 A.M. - Angus & dad out for scene, on set terms

Roc Murray

Fri. came

Tues. French announced a 2 Angus

Tues. Transition to V's life

Tues. 11 " to day spring of '17

Thurs. pm of day coming in summer

Wed. something

Mon. of winter

Peck's of what jenny to Vales

Record coming of Sheepard

Wed. No coming condum - rifle

Tues. Angus jackers shells out of rifle

cut - at home part of Sheepard?

Descendents - numbers - as Virgin leaves

flachs of secondness, marks of them again & to ring one

I wanted to

bought twice as much hay as Robe wanted to, which still was not as much as

Robe's own drove up in '39 summer

Angus & Robe follow out to 5 sheep to fell, 6 Sheepard says

sheep's augmented beats were they're told to pull them

scoutring up his back - cold
push the form of *ok - go* or *broke
like *jeds,* Angus is a rememberer
Angus & Rob snowbound in winter of '18? (tell winter chantily back?)
  - of them - Angus, Adam & Rob - *nise* or *flu?*
  - *purr* dreams

can Angus be a sympathetic narrator? (*hamilton* e *anne* ree?)
  - possible narrators: Angus  Rob  Tousaint
    Mac  Stanley
  - Scotland stories from Angus, alternating c narrative from Mac?
  - two "4" narratives confusing?
  name him Alexander instead of Angus - Rob nicknames him *Ex*? or *X*?
  *ch. quotes cd be from letters as well as mg papers?*
  ch. heads cd be dates: 1888  Jan 23, 1879  1889  Jan 26, 1918
  - Both get *sick* - not *flu,* but manly sickness.

1888-1889 Scotland to Helene - (1st section heading?)

18 *chron*’l chapters? (they *can’t* carry action to end of this period)

make Angus & Rob *talk *talk *talk *talk